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What does great independent studying look like?
1.
Use self quizzing to master core
knowledge.
Give yourself frequent opportunities to practise
recalling the core knowledge - this knowledge
must be automatic to make rapid progress.
2.
Consolidate foundational
knowledge.
Use online platforms and revision guides to
check you know how this core knowledge fits
into a bigger picture. You will receive rewards
via assemblies to celebrate how frequently you
use these platforms.

A. www.hegartymaths.com: KS3 & KS4 maths
B. www.senecalearning.com: English, history, geography, religious studies, music, KS3
science
C. www.my-gcsescience.com: KS4 biology, physics, chemistry
D. https://uk.language-gym.com: French and Spanish
E. www.groklearning.com: computer science
F. www.quizlet.com: all subjects
3. Apply your knowledge to practice exam questions
See your teacher to receive sample exam questions.
4. Stretch and extend your learning.
Independently research the topics you are interested in and read widely around your favourite
subjects. The below platforms will help:
a. www.startprofile.com: careers
b. www.thisislanguage.com: French and Spanish
c. www.digitaltheatreplus.com: access to live theatre
d. https://www.newscientist.com/: news and developments in science
e. https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection: British museum online collection [history,
geography and RS].
5. Read widely for pleasure:

www.sora.com
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How to use this booklet for self-quizzing
Self-quizzing is a powerful strategy to get knowledge stuck in your long-term memory.
And it’s so simple to do!
Watch this video to learn how to self quiz: https://tinyurl.com/AGFSIL
How should I self-quiz?
1. Look at no more than 10 terms at a time.
2. Read the terms and say them over and over again in your head (without speaking
aloud) for 2-3minutes.
3. Cover the terms on the following pages with an exercise book, with a black pen,
write down as many terms and definitions as you remember.
4. With a green pen, uncover the terms and check you have correctly spelled and
defined each term. Refine your spelling and definition in blue.
5. Spend 2-3 minutes reading the terms again and saying them in your head.
6. Fold your piece of paper so you cannot see the first round of quizzing, cover the
terms and write down as many terms and definitions as you remember.
7. With a green pen, uncover the terms and check you have correctly spelled and
defined each term. Refine your spelling and definition in blue.
8. Repeat this process until you can correctly spell and define each term.
● If you run out of space in your quizzing book, you should use lined paper
to complete your self quizzing.
● You will be asked to place your quizzing on your desk to show your teacher on the
day it is due.
To space your quizzing out to maximise retention of knowledge, change subjects after
40minutes.
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Organising your self-quizzing book
Date of work completion
Date when work is due:

Subject
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English
Summer Knowledge
Block A

Block B

Samuel
Taylor
Coleridge
Sonnet 130 satirizes the concept of The Rime of
Sonnet 130
the ideal beauty that was popular the Ancient
Context
in literature and art during the
Mariner
Elizabethan era.
Context
Criticizing people or ideas in a
Satirical
humorous way, especially in order Psychological
to make a political point.
The Rime of
the Ancient
Sonnet 130
“My mistress’s eyes are nothing
Mariner
Opening line like the sun”
Key
Quotation 1
The Rime of
Sonnet 130
the Ancient
“My mistress, when she walks,
Key
Mariner
treads on the ground.”
quotation
Key
Quotation 2
Block C
William
Sonnet 130
Shakespeare

Thomas
Hardy

Convergence of the Twain

Convergence The poem describes the sinking
of the Twain and wreckage of the Ocean liner
Context
Titanic
Hubristic
Convergence
of the Twain
Key
Quotation 1
Convergence
of the Twain
Key
Quotation 2

Counterattack
Context

Having excessive pride or
confidence.

Futile

“In solitude of the sea, deep from
human vanity”

Figurative
language

“And as the smart ship grew in
Counterstature, grace, and hue, in shadowy
Attack
silent distance grew the iceberg
Quotation 1
too.”
Block E

Wilfred Own Strange Meeting

Strange
Meeting
Context

Siegfried
Sassoon

Grace
Nichols

Wilfred Owen’s war poetry on the
Grace
horrors of war was in contrast to
Nichols
the public perception of war being
Context
glorified as a patriotic duty.

The Rime of the Ancient Mariner
The poem may have been inspired
by James Cook’s second voyage of
the South Seas and the Pacific
Ocean (1772 – 1775).
Relating to the human mind shown
through feelings.
“Instead of the cross, the Albatross
about my neck was hung”

“Water, water everywhere, nor any
drop to drink”
Block D:
Counter-Attack
Sassoon resigned from the army in
World War 1 because the war had
become a war of “aggression and
conquest.”
When something is pointless or
hopeless, it isn’t worth doing.
Non-literal expression that does
not use a word's strict or realistic
meaning.
“dawn broke like a face with
blinking eyes,/ Pallid, unshaven
and thirsty, blind with smoke”
Block F
Wherever I Hang

Grace Nichols emigrated from
Georgetown, Guyana, in 1950 to the
UK and is married to the poet John
Agard.
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Iambic
Pentameter

Five beats per line; each syllable is
Evocative
first unstressed then stressed.

Bringing strong images, memories
or feelings to someone’s mind.

Strange
Meeting
Quotation 1

“With piteous recognition in fixed
eyes, / Lifting distressful hands, as Dialect
if to bless.”

A particular form of language
peculiar to a specific region or
social group

Strange
Meeting
Quotation 2

“By his dead smile I knew we
stood in Hell.”

Wherever I
Hang
Quotation

“I feeling like I in a dream”

Block G
W.H.Auden The Night Mail
The Night Mail poem
accompanied a film in 1936
The Night
showing the journey of a postal
Mail Context
train carrying post from London to
Scotland during the night.
The visual features of an area of
Landscape
land.
The Night
‘Letters for the rich, letters for the
Mail
poor,/The shop at the corner, the
Quotation 1 girl next door.’
The Night
‘For who can bear to feel himself
Mail
forgotten?’
Quotation 2
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Mathematics
Summer Knowledge
Block A
Set notation

Probability

Venn
Diagrams

Set notation is used to define
elements and properties of
sets using symbols.
The likelihood/chance of
something happening.
Is expressed as a number
between 0 (impossible) and 1
(certain).
Can be expressed as a fraction,
decimal, percentage or in words
(likely, unlikely, even chance
etc.)
A Venn Diagram shows the
relationship between a group
of different things and how they
overlap.

Block B

Expected Outcomes

To find the number of
expected outcomes, multiply
the probability by the
number of trials.

Mutually Exclusive

Events are mutually exclusive
if they cannot happen at the
same time.
The probabilities of an
exhaustive set of mutually
exclusive events adds up to 1.

Sample Space

The set of all possible
outcomes of an experiment.
A sample is a small selection
of items from a population.

Independent
Events

The outcome of a previous
event does not influence/affect
the outcome of a second event.

Sample

Dependent
Events

The outcome of a previous
event does influence/affect the
outcome of a second event.

Sample Size

Block C

A sample is biased if
individuals or groups from the
population are not represented
in the sample.
The larger a sample size, the
closer those probabilities will
be to the true probability.
Block D:
An expression made up of
numbers, operations, and
variables. Some equations
include algebraic
expressions.
A mathematical statement
that says two expressions
are equal. Equations can be
true or false.

A

P(A) refers to the probability
that event A will occur.

Expressions

B

P(B) refers to the probability that
event B will occur.

Equations

P(A’) refers to the probability
that event A will not occur.

Linear Equations

An equation which forms a
straight line on a graph

P(B’) refers to the probability
that event B will not occur.

Quadratic
Equations

An equation containing a
power which forms a
curved line on a graph

Simultaneous

A pair of equations that
have the same solutions for
the unknown

P(A B) refers to the probability
that event A or B or both will
occur.
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P(A B) refers to the probability
that both events A and B will
occur.
Block E

Solve

Expand

Factorise

Re-arrange

Substitute

To find the value of the
missing number by
performing the same
operation on each side.
Multiply everything inside the
bracket by the term (or
number) outside the bracket.
You can use the grid
method/arrow method and
then must simplify your
terms.
Finding a common factor
(numerical, alphabetical or
both) in each term, then
dividing each term by this
common factor. What is left is
put in brackets.
Use inverse operations on both
sides of the formula (balancing
method) until you find the
expression for the letter.

Replace letters with numbers.

Block F

Term

Like terms

Solve

Expand

Factorise

Re-arrange

To expand a bracket, multiply
each term in the bracket by the
expression outside the bracket.
The reverse of expanding.
Factorising is writing an
expression as a product of terms
by ‘taking out’ a common
factor.
Use inverse operations on both
sides of the formula (balancing
method) until you find the
expression for the letter.

These are terms that
contain the same letter
variables which are raised
to the exact same powers.

The letter in an equation
Unknown variable

Subject

Is the single variable that
everything else is equal to

Simplify

The process to make a very
long expression simpler.
Simpler expressions are
easier to solve. You do this
by collecting like terms.

Block G
To find the answer/value of
something
Use inverse operations on both
sides of the equation (balancing
method) until you find the value
for the letter.

A number in a sequence
Or
A single number or variable
which are separated by + or
– signs.

Block H

Expression

A mathematical statement
written using symbols,
numbers or letters,

Equation

A statement showing that two
expressions are equal

Identity

An equation that is true for all
values of the variables
An identity uses the symbol:

Formula

Shows the relationship
between two or more variables
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Substitute

Replacing numbers where the
variables are

Simplifying
Expressions

Block I

Collect ‘like terms’
Be careful with negatives.
and are not like terms.
Block J

X-axis

The x-axis is the horizontal
plane of a graph in a
Cartesian coordinate system.

Data

Is a collection of
information gathered by
observation, questioning or
measurement

Y-axis

The y-axis is the

Common

What is the same in both

X-intercept

Where the graph crosses the
x-axis.

Factors

numbers that you multiply
together to get a product

Y-intercept

Where the graph crosses the
y-axis.

Multiples

Parabola

Name of the shape of a
quadratic equation when
graphed

Prime

Inverse

Block K
Expected
Outcomes

Mutually
Exclusive

Sample Space

To find the number of expected
outcomes, multiply the
probability by the number of
trials.
Events are mutually exclusive if
they cannot happen at the
same time.
The probabilities of an
exhaustive set of mutually
exclusive events adds up to 1.
The set of all possible outcomes
of an experiment.

Block L

Scale

The ratio of the length in a
model to the length of the real
thing.

Scale (Map)

The ratio of a distance on the
map to the actual distance in
real life.

Bearings

1. Measure from North (draw
a North line)
2. Measure clockwise
3. Your answer must have 3
digits (eg. 047°)

Compass Directions

You can use an acronym such
as ‘Never Eat Shredded
Wheat’ to remember the order
of the compass directions in a
clockwise direction.

A sample is a small selection of
items from a population.
Sample

Sample Size

A sample is biased if individuals
or groups from the population
are not represented in the
sample.

A number which can be
divided by another number
without a remainder.
A number with exactly two
factors. A number that can
only be divided by itself and
one. The number 1 is not
prime, as it only has one
factor, not two.
Means the opposite
The inverse of addition is
subtraction.
The inverse of multiplication
is division.

The larger a sample size, the
closer those probabilities will be
to the true probability.
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Block M
Roots

The solutions of a quadratic
equation

Turning point
(vertex)

Is a point at which the
derivative changes sign.

Solution

A solution to an equation is a
number that can be plugged
for the variable that makes it
true.

Co-efficient

Estimate (from
a graph)

Block N

A number, sometimes
represented by a letter, used
in multiplying a variable
expression.
Finding a number that is
close enough to the right
answer by drawing a line to
each axis from the point.
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Science
Summer Knowledge
Block A – Reactivity and Using Metals

Tarnishing

Rusting

When a metal reacts with oxygen
in the air

The reaction of iron with oxygen,
in the presence of water.

Block B - Treating Water

Wastewater

Water that requires treatment before
being released into the environment

Sewage
Treatment

Includes screening, grit removal,
sedimentation to produce sewage
sludge and effluent, anaerobic
digestion of sewage sludge and
aerobic biological treatment of
effluent.

The reactivity A list of metals in order from most
Potable Water
series
reactive to the least reactive

Water that is safe to drink

Choosing an appropriate source of
fresh water, passing it through a
Potable water is
Metal + Acid ->
Salt and Hydrogen
metal grid and filter beds and
produced by...
sterilising with chlorine, ozone or
UV light.
An observation that shows that a
To remove salt, via. Distillation or
Bubbles
Desalination
gas is being made.
reverse osmosis.
The movement of water from a
Rocks or minerals that contain
dilute solution (low solute
Ores
enough metal to be extracted
Osmosis
concentration) to a concentrated one
economically.
(high solute concentration) through
a semi-permeable membrane.
A method in which carbon and
Displacement
hydrogen can be used to extract
Reactions
less reactive metals from their ores.
Block C – The Earth’s Resources

Block D – Environmental Impact

Resources that are being used up
Life Cycle
Used to assess the environmental
more quickly than they are being
Assessments
impact of a product.
made e.g., fossil fuels and uranium.
Development that meets the needs
Extracting and processing raw
of current generations without Stages of a Life
materials, manufacturing and
Sustainable
compromising the ability of future
Cycle
packaging, use and maintenance
Development
generations to meet their own
Assessment
during its lifetime, disposal at the
needs.
end of its useful life.
Glass is mainly Sand, which has the chemical name Reusing and
Two ways to reduce the energy
made from...
silicon dioxide.
Recycling
needed to make new products.
Almost all
Made by heating a mixture of sand,
Soda-lime glass
plastic is made
Crude oil
sodium carbonate and limestone.
of...
Made from sand and boron
Why plastic stays around for
Borosilicate
It is nontrioxide. This type of glass has a
thousands of years in the
glass
biodegradable
higher melting point.
environment.
A company needs to evaluate what
Made by shaping wet clay and then After a life
Clay Ceramics
their next steps will be from the
heating in a furnace. They are
cycle
information provided.
Finite
Resources
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strong, have high melting points
but are unreactive and brittle.

Composite

Made of two or more materials
with different properties.

Most
composites are
made of these
two materials...

A matrix and a reinforcement.

Chipboard

Used for making furniture

assessment is
completed...

Block E – Types and Properties of Waves

Energy
Longitudinal
Waves
Transverse
Waves
Reflection

Refraction

Transferred by waves

Block F – Velocity of Waves

Velocity of a
wave

The speed on the direction that a
wave is travelling.

Velocity =
Equation that links velocity of a
Displacement / wave, displacement of a wave and
Time
time.
Have oscillations perpendicular to
Velocity =
Equation that links velocity of a
the direction of energy transfer,
Frequency x
wave, frequency and wavelength.
e.g. light waves.
Wavelength
When light bounces back the
Metres per
direction it came from at a
Unit of velocity
second (m/s)
boundary between materials.
When light changes speed as it
moves from one medium to
Metres (m)
Unit of displacement
another, so light bends towards or
away from the normal.
Show areas of compression and
rarefaction, e.g. sound waves.

Frequency

The number of waves that pass a
point each second. The unit is
Hertz (Hz).

Seconds (s)

Unit of time

Period

The length of time it takes one
wave to pass a given point. The
unit is seconds (s).

Ear Drum

The part of the body that sound
waves vibrate to allow us to hear.

Wavelength

The distance from one point on one
wave to the identical point on the
next wave. The unit is metres (m).

Amplitude

The maximum distance of a point
on the wave from its rest position.

Peak

The highest point of the wave.
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Trough

The lowest point of the wave.

Ultrasound

Frequencies above 20000Hz,

Block G - Investigating and Using Waves

Block H – Mains Electricity and Current

Two methods of
investigating
waves

Ripple tank or a string and
frequency generator

Potential
Difference

Another name for voltage

Equation for
wave speed

Wave speed = frequency x
wavelength

Voltmeter –
measures in
Volts (V)

Name of the equipment used to
measure potential difference and the
units that it measures

Live wire

The brown wire that goes from the
power source to the appliance

Neutral Wire

The blue wire that goes from the
appliance back to the power source

Absorbed,
Potential outcomes when a wave
reflected or
reaches the boundary between
transmitted
materials
At the boundary
between two
materials,
Partially reflected
ultrasound
waves are...

Travels in one direction only (cells
Type of waves used to see unborn
Direct Current and batteries supply this type of
babies
current)

Ultrasound

Type of waves that have helped us
Seismic Waves understand the structure of the
earth

S and P waves

Continually reverses direction and
can be represented with a wave

Two different types of seismic
waves

Block I – Plugs and Power

Neutral wire
(blue), live wire
(brown) and
earth wire
(green and
yellow)

Alternating
Current

The three wires in a three-core
cable.

Block J – The Cost of Electricity

Kilowatt Hour Units of energy transferred used by
(kWh)
electricity meters in homes

This wire has a potential difference Equation to
of 0V and is a safety feature that
calculate the
Earth wire
stops the case of an appliance from total energy
conducting electricity.
transferred
Reason for
Equation to
Plastic is a poor conductor of
plastic being
calculate the
electricity
used on the
total cost of

Energy transferred = Power x Time
(Units = power x time)
Total cost = number of units x cost
per unit
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outside of plugs
and cables

Earth wire

energy
transferred
Equation
linking power to
This wire is missing in a 2-pin plug
current and
but present in a 3-pin plug
potential
difference

Two factors that
the amount of
The amount of time that an
energy that an
appliance is switched on for and
appliance
the power of the appliance.
transfers
depends on
Power

The rate at which energy is
transferred or work is done.

Equation used
to calculate
power

Power = Energy / Time

1 Watt of power

1 joule of energy transferred each
second

Equation
linking energy
to charge flow
and potential
difference

Block K – Energy Resources and The National Grid

Coal, oil and
natural gas

Examples of fossil fuels

Why nuclear
energy does not
Nuclear energy does not produce
contribute much
carbon dioxide or sulfur dioxide
to global
warming
Accidents can damage the health of
Risks of nuclear anyone in the area for long periods
energy
of time if any radioactive material
is released
Renewable
energy sources

A source of energy that can be
replenished as it is used

Examples of
renewable
resources

Biofuels, wind, hydroelectricity,
tidal, geothermal, solar power and
waves.
A system of cables, pylons and
transformers which transfers
electrical power from power
stations to people’s homes.
These increase the potential
difference to make electricity
cheaper to transfer
These decrease the potential
difference to make electricity
cheaper to transfer

The National
Grid
Step up
transformers
Step down
transformers

P = IV
Power = Current x Potential
Difference

E = QV
Energy = Charge flow x Potential
difference

Block L – Static Electricity

Protons,
neutrons and
electrons

Atoms are made up of these
subatomic particles

Protons

Positively charged subatomic
particles

Electrons

Negatively charged subatomic
particles

Static charge An electric charge that cannot move
Opposite
charges

Attract

Like Charges

Repel
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Geography

Summer Knowledge
Block A
Economic Activity

Something that people do to earn
money, e.g. farming, fishing,
manufacturing,

having a paid job, e.g. ‘I am
employed at a factory’, ‘90% of
people in this place are employed’.
The average income in a country. A
country’s total income is divided by
Income per Person
the population to find income per
person.
The basic systems that help a
country to run smoothly, e.g. roads,
Infrastructure
buildings, electricity, schools,
sanitation.
Employment

Industry

Economic activities that use heavy
machinery, such as manufacturing
and coal extraction.

Raw Materials

Economy

The trade, industry, income, and
employment of a country or region.

HIC, MIC, LIC

High Income Country, Middle Income
Country and Low Income Country

Gross National
Income (GNI)

the total income of a country including
income from the businesses it holds
within the country and overseas.

Agriculture

Farming crops or animals for food.

Block C

Manufacturing

Services or
Tertiary
Import

Processing raw materials into
products, usually in factories, e.g.
turning cotton into clothing.
Jobs that involve helping people,
e.g. doctor, teacher, bus driver,
shop worker.
Buying goods from another country,
e.g. the UK imports clothing from
China.

Block B
Materials that are extracted from
Earth’s surface or oceans, e.g. coal or
crops. They are manufactured into
products.

Mechanisation

Producer
Highland

Block D:
When tasks begin to be done by
machines rather than by hand, e.g.
tractors rather than hand-digging;
sewing machines rather than hand
sewing.
A country that makes or generates
something, e.g. China is the largest
producer of manufactured goods.
Areas of high and often hilly land;
these are less likely to be built on or
used for manufacturing.

Export

Selling goods to another country,
e.g. the UK sells paintings to the
USA.

Lowland

Areas of low and usually flat land;
these are likely to be built on and used
for manufacturing.

Industrialisation

When a country develops its
manufacturing and other heavy
industries.

Services

Jobs that involve helping people, e.g.
bus driver, teacher, shop staff.

Block E

Block F

Deindustrialisatio
n

When a country’s manufacturing
sector or heavy industries decline

Operation Costs

Coal Mining

Digging beneath Earth’s surface to
extract coal buried underground.

Not having a paid job, e.g.
Unemployment ‘Unemployment rates were high in the
1980’s.’

Textile
Manufacturing

Producing fabric products in
factories, e.g. clothing.

Finance

The cost of running a business, e.g.
renting a factory site.

Economic activities based on making
money, e.g. banking and shares.
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Investment

Spending money to improve
something, e.g. healthcare systems.

Globalisation

The process whereby the world
becomes increasingly interconnected,
due to advances in transport, trade,
and technology

Labour Costs

The cost of paying workers’ wages.
Labour costs are higher in HICs
than LICs and MICs.

Interconnected

When there are lots of links, e.g.
between people and places around the
world.

Block G

Block H

Transport

Machinery used to move people and
goods, e.g. cars, airplanes, cargo
ships.

Supply Chain

Trade

The buying and selling of goods and
services.

Headquarters

Technology

Cargo Ship

TNC

Using scientific knowledge for
practical purposes, e.g. computers,
phones, Internet.
A large ship that carries cargo
(goods, e.g. cars, clothing, dry
foods) long distances by sea.
Transnational Corporation, e.g.
Nike and Apple

Block I
The 'snowballing' of economic
activity. e.g. If new jobs are created,
Multiplier Effect people who take them have money
to spend in the shops, which means
that more shop workers are needed.
A compulsory contribution to state
revenue, levied by the government
Taxes
on workers' income and business
profits, or added to the cost of some
goods, services, and transactions.
The distance food is transported
Transport Miles
from the time of its making until it
reaches the consumer.
The action or fact of treating
Exploitation
someone unfairly in order to benefit
from their work.
The spread of one culture's
Cultural Diffusion practices, beliefs, and/or items, like
food, music, or tools
Unsustainable

Labour Costs

The sequence of processes involved in
the production and distribution of a
commodity.
The premises serving as the
managerial and administrative centre
of an organization.
The total expenditure incurred by
employers for the employment of
employees

Regulation

A rule or directive made and
maintained by an authority.

Profit

A financial gain, especially the
difference between the amount earned
and the amount spent in buying,
operating, or producing something.
Block J

Per Capita

For each person; in relation to people
taken individually.

Deplete

Use up the supply or resources of.

Not able to be maintained at the
current rate or level.
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History
Summer Knowledge
Block A: Key Dates- Civil Rights

Block B: Key Dates - Civil Rights
The March on Washington1963
250,000 people pretesting for
civil rights.

1865

The 13th amendment abolished
slavery in America

1896

Plassey v Ferguson case which
states black and white
Americans are ‘separate but
equal’

1964

The Civil Rights Act banned
segregation in schools, public
places or jobs.

1952

Brown v Board of Education of
Topeka

1965

The Voting Rights Act ensured all
black people could vote in
elections

1955

Rosa Parks refuses to give up her
seat on the bus in Montgomery

1966

Black Panthers were formed

1957

Little Rock Arkansas case

1968

Martin Luther King Jnr. is
assassinated

Block C: Key Terms – Civil Rights
Separate housing, education,
Segregation
and services of black American
based on their skin colour.
Racist laws that enforced
Jim Crow
segregation in Southern States in
Laws
America
An example of civil disobedience
where protestors would sit down
Sit ins
peacefully in restaurants and
shops
Protestors rode interstate buses
Freedom
to challenge the segregation of
Rides
transport.
Boycott

To stop using a service as a form
of protest

Block E: Key People / Groups- Civil Rights

Block D: Key Terms- Civil Rights
The refusal of comply with certain
Civil
laws considered unfair, as a
disobedience
peaceful form of protest
Reconstructio
n

The period in the US following
the Civil War

De jure

Something written in law, legally
binding

De facto

Black
Nationalism

Opposite of de jure, meaning “in
fact” (reality) rather than what
the law says.
An idea that black people should
have the right to govern
themselves, often in their own
black state.

Block F: Key People/ Groups – Civil Rights

KKK

Ku Klux Klan – a white
supremist terrorist group who
target African Americans and
Jews.

Martin Luther
King

Black
Panthers

A black self defence group set up
to protect the black community
from police brutality.

Malcolm X

Iconic Civil Rights leader and
minister
Iconic Civil Rights leader and
minister of Nation of Islam, later
leaving them and forming his
own organisation.
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SCLC

Southern Christian Leadership
Conference – a civil rights group
which was an offshoot of the
MIA

Nation of
Islam

A black nationalist organisation
aiming to improve the lives of
black Americans

Huey Newton

Founder of the Black Panthers

Block G: Key People / Groups- Civil Rights
Linda Brown
President
Eisenhower
John F
Kennedy
Supreme
Court

One of the Little Rock Nine
students who had to walk to
school by herself
President who signed the Civil
Rights Act 1957
President who was assassinated
in 1963. He proposed the Civil
Rights Act of 1963
The highest court in the United
States

National Association for the
NAACP
Advancement of Coloured
People- civil rights group.
Block I: Key Events- Civil Rights Protests
Double V CampaignChampioned success in WWII
1942-1945
and demands for equality for
African Americans in the US
9 students attempted to attend a
desegregated school and where
Little Rock 9,
met with a threatening mob.
1954
Federal troops were sent to
protect the students.

Congress of Racial Equality- a
civil rights group who promoted
non-violence
Montgomery Improvement
Association- a group aiming to
MIA
improve civil rights of black
Americans,
A civil rights activist who became
James
the first African American to
Meredith
attend the University of
Mississippi.
Block H: Key People / Groups- Civil Rights
A civil rights activist who refused
to move to the back of the bus for
Rosa Parks
a white lady. This triggered the
Montgomery Bus Boycott
Elijah
Leader of the Nation of Islam
Mohammed
Student Nonviolent Coordinating
SNCC
Committee- leading civil rights
group for students.
Civil Rights activist and NAACP
Medgar Evars Secretary who was murdered by a
white supremacist
14-year old boy who was
Emmeet Till
abducted and killed by white
supremacists in 1955.
Block J: Key Events- Civil Rights Protests
CORE

1963

MLK’s, I have a dream speech
delivered at the March on
Washington.

1963

Birmingham Campaign

1965

Assassination of Malcolm X

1955

Montgomery Bus Boycott

Civil Rights
Act 1957

First law in the reconstruction
era which made it illegal to stop
anyone from voting

1965

Greensboro
sit- in 1960

Four students took a stand
against segregation when they
refused to leave without being
served.

1965

Bloody Sunday- Police Brutality
during peaceful March from
Selma to Montgomery
Chicago Freedom Movement
against housing, employment and
health inequalities
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Block K: Key dates (Medicine in Britain)
1250-1500

Medieval period

1500-1750

Renaissance period

1750-1900

Industrial period

1900-present

Modern period

Block M: Key Terms (Medicine in Britain:
Medieval period)

Purging

Removing leftover food from the
body.

Selfflagellation

Whipping yourself to show God
that you are sorry for your sins.

Clergy

Everyone who works for the
Church.

Pilgrimage

A journey to an important
religious monument, shrine or
place.

Miasma

Bad air believed to be filled with
harmful fumes which could
cause illness.

Block L: Key Terms (Medicine in Britain:
Medieval period)
A medical practitioner who mixed
Apothecary
herbal remedies for physicians or
directly for patients.
The study of the planets and
Astrology
stars.
Barbers worked with sharp
Barber
knives, so also carried out
surgeon
medical procedures such as
bleeding and smaller surgeries.
Bleeding /
Taking blood out of the body to
bloodletting
cure or prevent an illness.
Someone who practices medicine
Physician
(the word doctor was not used in
the Middle Ages).
Block N: Main beliefs of the causes of
disease (Medicine in Britain: Medieval
period)
The Church taught that God sent
disease:
Religious
As a punishment for those who
explanation
had sinned
To cleanse one’s soul of sin
To test one’s faith.
The misalignment of the planets
and stars could cause disease.
Supernatural
This belief became more popular
explanation:
after the Black Death. Many
Astrology
physicians used star charts to
diagnose an illness.
The theory originated from the
Ancient Greeks and stated that
Scientific
the body was made up of four
explanation:
humours: blood, phlegm, black
Theory of the
bile or choler (yellow bile). It was
Four
believed that disease and illness
Humours
was caused when the four
humours became unbalanced.
A miasma was bad air believed to
be filled with harmful fumes
Scientific
which could cause illness.
explanation:
Hippocrates and Galen said that
Miasma
miasma from swamps and
corpses spread disease.
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Block O: Main treatments of the causes of
disease (Medicine in Britain: Medieval
period)
Belief about
Treatment: Healing prayers,
cause:
Fasting, Pilgrimage to the tombs
Disease was
of someone remembered for their
sent by God
healing powers, and touching a
as a
holy relic or presenting an
punishment
offering.
for sin
Belief about
cause:
Disease was
caused by the
misalignment
of the planets
and stars
Belief about
cause:
Disease was
caused by an
imbalance in
the four
humours
Belief about
cause:
Disease was
caused by an
imbalance in
the four
humours
Belief about
cause:
Disease was
caused by an
imbalance in
the four
humours

Treatment: The alignment of the
planets was checked at every
stage of treatment: herb
gathering, bleeding, purging and
operations all had to be done at
the right time.
Treatment: BLOOD-LETTING /
BLEEDING: Bad humours were
removed from the body by
removing some of the blood.
Different methods of bleeding
included cutting a vein, leeches,
and cupping.

Block P: Main preventions of the causes of
disease (Medicine in Britain: Medieval
period)
To ensure
minor sins
were forgiven
Regular prayers, confessions and
and to
offering tithes to the Church.
prevent
punishment
from God
DIET: People thought carefully
about what and when they ate.
To prevent an Eating too much was strongly
imbalance of
discouraged.
the four
PURGING: Many people purged
humours
themselves. E.g. Hippocrates
recommended using an emetic
once a fortnight in the winter.
To keep clean
and prevent
bad smells
(e.g. a
miasma)

Treatment: PURGING THE
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM: Patients
were given something to make To ward off a
them vomit (called an emetic), or miasma
a laxative.
Treatment: GALEN’S THEORY
OF OPPOSITES: Illness could be
treated by something with
opposite qualities. E.g. Too
much phlegm (cold and wet)
could be cured by eating hot
peppers.

To purify the
air in the
home

BATHING: The wealthy could
afford a private bath. Public baths
could be used for a fee. The poor
swam in rivers.

Some people carried a bunch of
flowers or wore herbs in
jewellery.

People swept their homes
regularly and laid down rushes on
the floor, often with sweet
smelling herbs (e.g. lavender).
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French
Summer Knowledge
Block A – school subjects = les matières
1. Les matières

School subjects

7.La géographie

Geography

2. Les maths

Maths

8.La technologie

Technology

3.La science

Science

9.Le dessin

Art

4.La physique

Physics

10.Le français

French

5.La chimie

Chemistry

11.L’anglais

English

6.La biologie

Biology

12.L’EPS

P.E.

13.L’histoire

history

Block C – time phrases
14.normalement

Normally

21.Hier

Yesterday

15.souvent

Often

22.La semaine dernière

Last week

16. quelquefois

Sometimes

23.Le weekend dernier

Last weekend

17.De temps en
temps

Occasionally

24.Le mois dernier

Last month

18. toujours

Always

25.Hier

Yesterday

19. rarement

rarely

26.Plus tard

Later

20. d’habitude

Normally

27.Ce soir

Tonight

28.Ce weekend

This weekend

29.Demain

Tomorrow
21

30.La semaine
prochaine

Next week

Block E – high frequency phrases

31.Je pense que

I think that

40.J’ai joué

I played

32.Je crois que

I believe that

41. C’était

It was

33.Je dirais que

I would say that

42.Ça me fait

It makes me (+ verb)

34.Parce que / car

Because

43.Ça me rend

It makes me (+ adjective)

35. puisque

Since

44.Je vais

I go / I’m going

36. Vu que

Seeing that

45.Je ne vais pas

I don’t go / I’m not
going

37.Je joue

I play

46.Nous jouons

We play

38.Je fais

I do

47. Nous faisons

We do

39. Je regarde

I watch

48. Nous regardons

We watch

Block G - verbs

Block H - adjectives

49. Sortir

To go out

60.Difficile

Difficult

50.Regarder
51.voir
52.faire

To watch
To see
To do

61.Facile
62.Triste
63.Heureux / heureuse

Easy
Sad
happy

53.jouer

To play

64.Énervé / énervée

annoyed

54.Se détendre

To relax

55.aller

To go

56. voyager

To travel
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57. rire

To laugh

58. danser

To dance

59. dormir

To sleep

Block I – les passetemps

Block J

65. Les passetemps

Hobbies

70. J’ai joué au foot / au
tennis / au basket

66. le foot

Football

71. J’ai joué du piano / de
la guitarre / de la batterie

67. la musique

Music

68. la batterie

The drums

69. le piano

The piano

I played football / tennis
/ basketball
I played piano / guitar
/drums
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Religious Studies
Summer Knowledge
Philosophy
Block A

empiricism

The theory that knowledge is
gained through our five senses

rationalism

The theory that knowledge is
gained through reason

Plato’s name for a perfect realm
where our souls previously lived
the Realm of
Plato’s name fore the world in
Appearances
which we live
the First
‘I think, therefore I am’: Descartes’
Certainty
realisation that the fact he thinks
shows that his mind must exist
the Realm of
Forms

empiricism

The theory that knowledge is
gained through our five senses
Block C

Block B

the Trademark Descartes’ argument that humans
argument
are born with the idea of God
imprinted on their minds
The First
Cause
argument

The argument that everything in
the universe needs a cause and so
the universe also needs a cause
which is God
Infinite regress An endless sequence of causes
with no beginning
Logical fallacy A statement that is logically flawed
the fallacy of
composition

An argument that wrongly claims
that what is true of something’s
parts must also be true of the
whole thing
the Trademark Descartes’ argument that humans
argument
are born with the idea of God
imprinted on their minds
Block D:

the Design or The argument that the world looks
myth
A story that is not historically
teleological designed and so has a designeraccurate, but contains spiritual
argument
God
truth
miracle
An event which is not explainable
theistic
The belief that God started the
process of evolution and uses it to
naturally and so is seen as an act
evolution
bring about life
of a god or gods
Gospels
The first four books of the New
atheist
Someone who does not believe the
Testament in the Bible, which
existence of a god or gods
describe the life and teachings of
Jesus
evolution by
The theory that over millions of
psychologist
Someone who studies human
natural
years all life evolved (developed)
behaviour
selection
from a common ancestor through
gradual changes over millions of
years
creationist
Someone who believes that God wish-fulfilment
Freud’s theory that religion is
hypothesis
invented by humans to satisfy our
created the world in six days as
desire for a father, fairness and
described in Genesis
immortality
the Design or The argument that the world looks
teleological designed and so has a designerargument
God
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Block E

Block F

working class

According to Marx, the mass of
poor people who work for (and are
oppressed by) the ruling class

opium of the
people

ruling class

According to Marx, the minority of
rich and powerful people, such as
factory owners

revolution

false
A term used by Marx to describe a
consciousnes
way of thinking that stops the
s
working class from seeing how
they are being oppressed
class
A term used by Marx to mean the
consciousnes working class becoming aware
s
they are being oppressed

free will

oppress

Use power to keep someone in a
bad situation

Overthrowing those in power in
order to cause change

The ability to choose between right
and wrong
apophatic
theology

The view that God cannot be
accurately described in positive
language, only by saying what God
is not

faith

Belief or trust in something that
cannot be proven

Block G

nones

agnostic

Humanist

Plato

Aristotle

A term used by sociologists
(people who study society) to
describe the diverse group of
people with no religion, including
atheists, agnostics and those who
are spiritual but not religious
Someone who does not know
whether there is a god or gods

Block H

René
Descartes

16th century French philosopher
who claimed that his ability to think
proved he must exist

Thomas
Aquinas

13th century philosopher whose
Summa Theologica outlines his
‘Five Ways’ of demonstrating that
faith in God is reasonable,
including the First Cause argument
18th century Scottish philosopher
who criticised the first cause and
design arguments and belief in
miracles

An atheist who believes that
David Hume
science and our shared human
reason and compassion should
guide how we live the one life that
we have
Ancient Greek philosopher who
William Paley 18th century English philosopher
claimed that knowledge is gained
and priest who compared the world
through using reason (rationalism)
to a watch in his version of the
design argument
Ancient Greek philosopher and
Charles
19th century scientist and author of
student of Plato who thought that
Darwin
On the Origin of Species in 1859,
knowledge is gained through our
which outlined his theory of
senses (empiricism)
evolution by natural selection
Block I

Sigmund
Freud

A phrase used by Marx comparing
religion to opium, an addictive,
painkilling and vision-creating drug

Block J

19th/20th century Austrian
psychologist who claimed in his
wish-fulfilment hypothesis that
humans invent religion to satisfy
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their desires for a father, fairness
and immortality
Karl Marx

19th century German philosopher
who described religion as the
‘opium of the people’, used by the
ruling class to exploit and oppress
the working class
the New
Four modern writers from the UK
Atheists
and USA (including Richard
Dawkins, author of The God
Delusion) who criticise faith and
argue that science and reason
can answer all questions about
the universe
Blaise Pascal 17th century French philosopher
who argued that, when deciding
whether or not God exists, it is
more sensible to gamble that he
does because of the potential
reward in the afterlife (known as
Pascal’s Wager)
Sigmund
19th/20th century Austrian
Freud
psychologist who claimed in his
wish-fulfilment hypothesis that
humans invent religion to satisfy
their desires for a father, fairness
and immortality
Karl Marx
19th century German philosopher
who described religion as the
‘opium of the people’, used by the
ruling class to exploit and oppress
the working class
Block K

Block L

Ethics
Block A

Block B
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morality

Ideas or principles about what is
right and wrong

the will to
power

A term used by Nietzsche to
describe a natural human desire
for strength and power

ethics

The philosophical study of right
and wrong

utilitarianism

altruism

Selfless actions done without
thought or expectation of reward

the hedonic
calculus

absolutism

The view that certain actions are
inherently good or bad

a thought
experiment

relativism

The view that whether an action is
good or bad depends on the
situation
Ideas or principles about what is
right and wrong

What is the
Holocaust

The theory that the best action in
any situation is the one which
creates the greatest amount of
good for the greatest number
Jeremy Bentham’s way of
calculating which actions are right
and wrong
A mental test in which people think
through consequences of different
actions, often in scenarios that can’t
be tested out in real life
The killing of six million Jews by
the Nazis between 1933 and 1945

morality

the will to
power

Block C

banality of evil A phrase used by Hannah Arendt
to describe how evil can result
from ordinary, thoughtless
behaviour
dualism
The belief that humans have both
a body and another separate,
immaterial part, such as a mind or
soul
materialism

The belief that the only thing that
exists is physical matter and the
movement of this matter

the Turing
Test

A test created by Alan Turing to
try and show if a computer can
think

artificial
intelligence

Computer systems that are able to
carry out tasks normally done by
humans

artificial super
intelligence

The name given to a possible
future invention that is more
intelligent than humans and can
outperform us in everything

A term used by Nietzsche to
describe a natural human desire
for strength and power
Block D:

John Locke

17th century English philosopher
who argued that when we are born,
our mind is like a blank slate
(tabula rasa)
Friedrich
19th century German atheist who
expressed his belief that humans
Nietzsche
no longer needed the idea of God
by saying ‘God is dead and we
have killed him’
Jeremy
18th century English philosopher,
Bentham
regarded as the founder of
utilitarianism, who argued that
pleasure an pain are the same as
good and bad
John Stuart Mill
19th century philosopher who
developed utilitarianism by arguing
that the quality of pleasure or pain
produced by an action is more
important than the quantity
Robert Nozick 20th century American philosopher
who used the example of an
imaginary ‘experience machine’ to
show that humans value more than
simply pleasure
Philippa Foot 20th century English philosopher
who designed the runaway train
thought experiment in 1967
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speciesism

A term popularised by Peter
Singer to describe prejudice or
discrimination towards animals
Block E

Hannah Arendt 20th century German philosopher
who attended the trail of Adolf
Eichmann in 1961 and wrote about
the banality of evil
Block F

Gilbert Ryle

20th century English philosopher
and materialist who mocked
dualism by claiming it is like
believing there is a ‘ghost in the
machine’
Alan Turing
20th century English computer
scientist and philosopher who
designed the Turing Test to show
whether a computer can think
John Searle
20th century American
philosopher who used the
example of the Chinese thought
experiment to argue against Alan
Turing’s claim that computers can
think
Peter Singer
20th century Australian
philosopher and utilitarian who
popularised the word ‘speciesism’,
which describes prejudice and
discrimination against animals
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Design Technology
Summer Knowledge

Design
Technology
Design
Specification
Retail

Block A
The study of design development
and application to communicate
product design intent and
constructability.
Details of a product’s required
characteristics.

Analysis

Detailed examination of the
elements or structure of
something.

Aesthetics

Visually appealing

Sale of goods to the public

Block C

Plagiarism

Block B

Block D:
When someone else’s idea or
words have been used without
permissions, or used without
revealing the source.

Concept

A plan or intention; an
invention.

Graphic
Design

The art or skill of combining text
with pictures.

Typography
and text

Sketching

Annotation

Block E
Prototype

A prototype is a simple
experimental model of a
proposed solution.

CAD

Computer Aided Design

Net

The ‘net’ of a shape is a term
used to describe what a 3D
shape would look like if it was
opened out and laid flat.

The art and technique of
arranging type to make it both
readable and appealing.
A rough drawing. This is the
quickest way of getting your
initial designs on paper before an
idea is forgotten.
A note or comment added to a
text or diagram.

Block F
Evaluate

To critically judge the quality of
your product design in order to
improve a follow-up design.

Sales Pitch

A spoken description or talk
about a product or service you are
trying to sell, intended to
persuade people to buy it.

USP

(Unique Selling Point) : a feature
which distinguishes your design
from others of a similar nature to
make it more appealing
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Music
Summer Knowledge
Block A – W.C. 25/04/22

Block B – W.C 25/04/22

Chord

2 or more notes
played at the same
time.

Piano
keys

Ensemble

A group of
musicians.

Guitar
strings

Notation

Music written
down using
symbols.

Notes on
the line

Root note

Lowest note (in
pitch) in a chord.

Notes in
the spaces

Accompanim
ent

Musical layer that
supports the
melody.

Clefs

Block C – W.C 02/05/22

Triad

Three notes played
together in the
pattern: play one,
miss one, play one,
miss one, play one.

Block D: - W.C. 02/05/22

D major
on piano
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Major

Happy sounding

E minor
on piano

Minor

Sad sounding

D major
on guitar

Protest music

Music written to
drive social
change. Often has
themes of peace,
love and equality.

E minor
on guitar

Chord
sequence

More than one
chord played after
each other (often
repeats)

Triad
notation

Block E – W.C 09/05/22

Degree of the
scale

Roman
numeral

Block F – W.C 09/05/22

How far the note is
away from the
home note in
numbers.

Degrees
of the C
major
scale.

Labels the degree
of the scale.

Roman
numerals
for the C
major
scale.
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Tonic

The first note of
the scale.

G major
on piano

Dominant

The fifth note of
the scale.

G major
on guitar

Primary
chords

Chords 1, 4 and 5
(I, II and V) in the
scale. The most
common and most
important chords
from a scale.

Primary
triads in
C major

Block G – W.C. 16/05/22

Block H – W.C. 16/05/22

Dotted note

A note which has
had its value
increased by half.

Dotted
note
values

Secondary
chords

Chords 2, 3 and 6
(I, II and V) in the
scale. They are
minor chords.

Secondar
y chord
notation

Rhythm

A pattern of long
and short sounds.

C major
on the
piano
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Spread chord

A chord played
one note after
another.

C major
on the
guitar

Arpeggio

Notes of a chord
played in a quick
succession, either
ascending or
descending.

Drum
beat for
Stand by
me

Pressing down all
strings across one
fret.

Drum
beat
notation
for Stand
by me

Barre chord

Block I – W.C. 23/05/22

Block J – W.C. 23/05/22

Expression

Adding feeling to a
performance.

Dynamic
notation

Dynamics

How loud or quiet
a piece of music
sounds.

Tempo
notation
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Tempo

The speed of the
piece of music.

Articulati
on
notation

Articulation

The way the music
is played.

Labelled
electric
drum kit

Band leader

A member of the
band who leads the
rehearsal.

Labelled
bass
guitar

Block K – W.C. 06/06/22

Block L – W.C 06/06/22

Inversion

A chord where
the pitches are
in a different
order.

First
inversion

A chord where
the root note
(lowest note in
pitch), is raised C major
by an octave,
first
and becomes
inversion
the highest
note in a
chord.

C major
in root
position
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Second
inversion

Voice
leading

Open chord

A chord where
both the root
note and the
middle note of
a chord have
been raised by
an octave,
meaning the
highest note of
the chord
becomes the
lowest.
Where each
chord uses the
melody note as
the highest
note.

Spreading the
chord notes
out across
octaves to
sound more
open.

C major
second
inversion

Notes in
C major
and their
octaves

Open
chord
example
(C
major)

Block M – W.C 13/06/22

Block N: - W.C. 13/06/22

Compose

Write your
own music.

Bar lines

Sections

A part of a
piece of music.

Note
lengths

4-chord song

A song which
uses 4 chords
only (often

Chord
symbols

G – G major
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D – D major
Em – E minor
C – C major

common
chords like C,
Em, F, G and
Am).

Backing
track

Music the
accompanies a
singer or
rapper in a
song.

Writing
down
chord
sequence
s

Lyrics

Words to a
song.

Notating
chord
sequence
s

Block O – W.C 20/06/22

Four on the
floor

Semitone

Time
signature

Chorus

Verse

Intro

A drum beat
commonly
used in pop
music.

Block P – W.C 20/06/22

Bass line
root
notes

The smallest
distance
between two
pitches.
How many
beats there are
in a bar.
The part of the
song which
repeats
throughout.
Usually carries
the main
message.
Verses have a
similar melody
to each other,
but different
lyrics.

Descendi
ng

Start of the
song, usually
has no lyrics.

Time
signature
s

notation
Ascendin
g
notation
Conjunct
(stepwise
)
notation

Disjunct
(leaping)
notation
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Block Q – W.C. 27/06/22

Melody
Articulation

Dynamics
Texture

Structure

The main tune
The way the
music is
played
How loud or
quiet music
sounds
The layers of
sound
The parts of
the music and
the order
they’re in

Block R – W.C. 27/06/22

Forte (f)

A dynamic marking meaning loud.

Piano (p) A dynamic marking meaning quiet.
Monophon
ic

One instrumental line at a time (one note at a
time)

Homophon
ic

Two or more instrumental lines playing the
same shape, or melody and accompaniment.

Polypho
nic

More than one melody at the same time.

Block S – W.C.
04/07/22

Block T – W.C. 04/07/22

Harmony

Supporting
notes (chords,
chord
progression)

Major

Happy sounding tonality

Tonality

Mood

Minor

Sad sounding tonality

Instrumentati
on

Instruments
used

Pitch

How high or low a note sounds

Legato

A smooth sounding articulation

Staccato

A jumpy sounding articulation

Rhythm
Tempo

Notes used, on
or off the beat
The speed of
the music
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